SUSE

Redefining Storage

5th Round / Revisions
OBJECTIVES

- Champion the ability for enterprises to break the deadlock of expensive and proprietary hardware-heavy storage solutions by implementing software-defined storage solutions.

- Establish brand equity for SUSE within the software-defined storage space.

- Generate sales opportunities and pipeline.

MESSAGING PILLARS:
- Highly scalable
- Resilient
- Cost-efficient
You cannot keep up with data explosion.

Manage information expansion with SUSE Enterprise Storage.

SUSE Enterprise Storage, the leading open source storage solution, is highly scalable and resilient, enabling high-end functionality at a fraction of the cost.

suse.com/storage
Storing business data can be cost-prohibitive effective.

Reduce storage cost with SUSE Enterprise Storage.

SUSE Enterprise Storage, the leading open source storage solution, is highly scalable and resilient, enabling high-end functionality at a fraction of the cost.

suse.com/storage
Data storage can be reliable or affordable.

Robust and resilient storage with SUSE Enterprise Storage

Scale without compromise thanks to linear scalability and storage self-management. Get SUSE Enterprise Storage, the leading open source storage solution.

suse.com/storage
Get smarter about your data storage.

SUSE Enterprise Storage, the leading open source storage solution, is highly scalable and resilient, enabling high-end functionality at a fraction of the cost.
suse.com/storage
Fixed Budgets cannot handle data growth.

Scale without compromise thanks to linear scalability and storage self-management. Get SUSE Enterprise Storage, the leading open source storage solution, for high-end functionality at a fraction of the cost.

suse.com/storage

Contain your costs, not your capacity.
More Storage means costs increase, not decrease.

Scale without compromise thanks to linear scalability and storage self-management.
Get SUSE Enterprise Storage, the leading open source storage solution, for high-end functionality at a fraction of the cost.

suse.com/storage

Contain your costs, not your capacity.

Traditional Storage Costs
SUSE Storage Costs

Scale →

More Storage
means costs
increase,
not decrease.